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Incorporated No INC9876008 

 

AUSTRALIAN SLEDDOG SPORTS ASSOCIATION 
NATIONAL COUNCIL 
MEETING MINUTES 

 
Sunday 10th July 2022 

16.00h WST/ 19.00h EST 
 

Committee:   
Sean Hennessy (SH) 

Danielle Stewart (DS) 

Levi Orr (LO) 

Zahra Goldsmith (ZG) 

Vanessa Joy (VJ) 

Job Blacker (JB) 
Courtney Orr (CO) Holly Haynes (HH) Adam West (AW) 

Lisa Bowles (LB)   

 

1. Apologies /Member attendees 

Member Attendee:  

Apologies: Job Blacker 
 

2. Minutes of previous meeting 

• The Minutes of the last NC Meeting were accepted as true and correct 

by Zahra Goldsmith and seconded by Lisa Bowles.   

3. Correspondence 

Incoming 

- Samantha Leonard Individual Membership  
- Working Dog title - Emma Smith  

- Vaccination check SDRQ Pointscore  
- NEGRC RM Report  

- SDRQ RM Report  
- WASSA By-Laws email  

- WASSA Tour De Pines Vaccination breach  
- SASDC Nationals Application  
- Member list request SASDC 

- NVSDC Classic Results  
- Muzzle Exemption request  

- RM Report NVSDC  
 

Outgoing 
- GA Registration  

- Reply to Working Dog Title  
- Reply to Medical exemption QLD  

- Response to Breed Registry Expressions of interest  
 

4. Financial Matters 

$10,354.07 is currently in the main bank account.  

Credit  
- 2 memberships  

- Sleddog title  
- Interest $1.89 
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5. Pointscore Race Results  

 

Looking into who we can contact from the SHCNSW committee to get finalised 
results to confirm no issues for point score as per previous years when pulled off 

clubs Facebook sites.  
 

Looking into contacting RM to get a report filled in. Sean will look into the RM 
and see if we can find a way to contact them to get this completed.  

 
Holly is following up the pointscore results with SDRQ and NEGRC.  

 
6. Breed Registry Update  
 
First meeting hasn’t happened yet due to travelling for races but will be 

organised soon.  
 

Facebook messenger group created and have started throwing ideas around.  
 

7. JDP 2021 Prize   
 
Adam will speak with WA clubs to see what training experiences we can organise 

in WA for Jazmin and then they can submit a reimbursement to ASSA.  
 

Danielle will speak with Coral and let her know we are looking into options within 
WA. 

 
8. Goldseekers   
 

Sean spoke with Goldseekers Committee and was advised the name would be 
going with the current committee at this year’s last race. 

 
If a committee wanted to start a new race with a new name some of the 

committee would be happy to speak with them about this.  
 

Lisa has found some sporting grants that may be of assistance if we could find a 
committee ASSA or not to keep a race on the calendar that weekend in VIC.  
 

9. NEGRC RM Report with rule breaches  
 
Courtney raised the RM report sent in by Steve and the rules issues which are 

possibly being looked over at other clubs/RGO events too.  
 

Discussed needing to have rules reminders etc on Facebook over the off season 
in regards to brakes, helmets, cutters etc to make sure in compliance.  

 
 

10. NVSDC Dog Disqualification and 4/2 Dog class     
 
Lisa will follow up on incident reports and talk to dogs VIC and ANKC in regards 

to this issue. Dog in question has been raced since at non ASSA event with no 
issues. Ban accusation from non ASSA club was not looked into at all before 
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decision made at NVSDC race. It would seem no 
paperwork filed with Dogs VIC/ANKC as suggested.  

 
Lisa will update us further after discussions with ANKC and Dogs VIC.  

 
 

Discussed 4 dog team still being out on track when 2 Dog class went out and 
cars on track that has been raised as seen in videos.  

 
Communication issues with trail car and needing to get classes through for 

temperatures to be able to run all classes.   
 

11. Nationals  
 
Sean has all the national’s trophies besides Womens Canicross which Danielle 

has.  
 

Sean now has the engraving up to date on the trophies he has collected.  
 

ASSA Banners are already in SA and will go back to QLD with Danielle.  
 
Sean will talk to SASDC about if they are happy for ASSA to hold an open 

meeting on the Saturday afternoon where members can voice ideas or concerns 
for ASSA.  

 
12. RM Exam    
 

Discussed RM exam draft we currently have and everyone is happy to use this 
draft to get the upcoming RM to trial.  

 
Discussed 100% being our goal but if something came back incorrect we would 

contact them for that question to review it again.  
 

Agreed to keep it as a draft for this year and will have it ready officially for next 
season.  

Sean will speak with Race Marshals for the SA clubs to see if they will fill out and 
test for us this year.  

We may look into getting others to test as well.  
 

13. WASSA Vaccination breach  

 

Discussed the breach and agreed we need to officially draft an email to the dog 
owner to let them know and give them time to respond.  

 
Courtney and Sean will draft an email and then Adam will follow up.  

 
Looking to get further information on if an actual breach has taken place before 

making any decisions.  
 

Courtney will respond to WASSA informing them we are looking into it to have 
resolved before any further WA races.  
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14. WASSA By-Laws 

 
 

 
   

 

5.3 and 5.4 we will get submitted separately from WASSA and then would be 
added as club specific rules. Everyone agreed they are happy for these rules to 

be added for WASSA.  
 

Sean will speak with Louise about this first and then we will formally respond as 
needed.  

 
15. Sam Gilbert Facebook message follow up     
 

Sean touched base with Gabby the IFSS Director of Oceania to get their position. 
Regardless of Gender this is prohibited under IFSS rules.  
 

ASSA have nothing in the rules in regards to this medication only dog 
medications.  

 
Everyone agreed happy to give approval for racing in Australia and if wanting to 

race at an IFSS World Cup Event we would assist with applying for a Therapeutic 
Exemption with WADA.  

 
Sean will touch base with Sam in regards to this conversation. 

 

16. Terry O’Conner Kennel Cough Facebook message follow up   

 

Terry approaching ASSA to find out our quarantine time frame for Kennel Cough.  
 
Sean will contact Bec French-Davis, Lisa to Katy Craig and Danielle/Holly to 

Michelle in QLD.  
 

Discussion that in the past when researching we looked at Dog Diseases and 
talked about a 4-week quarantine before attending an ASSA race.  

 

17. Dryland Results confirmation for Titles  

 
 

 
   

 

Discussed that it has been forwarded to Krysten from Dryland WA who has been 
away.  

 
Discussed as these results are on the ASSA website and two of them were ASSA 
Point Scores we are happy to approve the results for Vanessa’s dogs’ titles as 

they have already been approved in past for pointscore results.  
 

18. Ashleigh Kay email - Muzzle exemption  
 

 
 

   

 
Discussion around email from Ash and clear agreeance that we are happy for 

this to go ahead as it is the law in SA.  
 

Sean and Courtney will draft an official response to Ashleigh.  
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19. Other business  

 
Discussion on having an Affiliation pack with Vaccination check, RM Report etc 

going forward in 2023 so clubs are aware the requirements of what needs to be 
filled out and submitted to ASSA after races and especially pointscore races.  

 

20. Next meeting  

21st August  

 

21. Meeting Attendance  

 
  

 Nov 
2021 

 

Jan  
2022 

 

Feb 
2022 

  

March 
2022 

 

May 
2022 

  

Jun 
2022 

 

Jul 
2022 

 

Aug 
2022 

 

Sept 
2022 

Committee:           

Sean Hennessy (Chair) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

 Danielle Stewart (VP) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ x ✓ ✓   

Lisa Bowles (Treasurer) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

Courtney Orr (Secretary) ✓ x ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

State 
Representatives: 

         

Job Blacker (NSW) ✓  x  x ✓ ✓ x x   

Zahra Goldsmith (SA) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

Adam West (WA) ✓ x ✓ ✓ ✓ x ✓   

Holly Haynes (QLD)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ x ✓ ✓   

Vacant (ACT) NA NA  NA NA NA NA NA   

Levi Orr (TAS) ✓  x  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

Vanessa Joy (VIC) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   
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